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Capgemini positioned as a Leader in the 2020 ISG Provider Lens™
Life Sciences Digital Services Global Report
Paris, May 05, 2021 – Capgemini announced today that it has been positioned as a Leader by the
Information Services Group (ISG), a leading global technology research and advisory firm, in its
report “ISG Provider Lens™ 2020 – Life Sciences Digital Services.” The report evaluated the
portfolio attractiveness and competitive strength of 25 service providers across the globe and
named Capgemini a Leader in all three major quadrants: Clinical Development, Patient
Engagement, and Manufacturing Supply Chain.
Capgemini was named as a Leader in the ‘Clinical Development Digital Transformation Services’ quadrant
for its strengths, including a well-structured and comprehensive solution portfolio for drug development,
highly capable analytics solutions, and a global approach for developments. In the ‘Patient Engagement
Digital Transformation Services’ quadrant report, Capgemini was placed as a Leader by ISG for having a
framework for Software-as-a-Medical-Device, powerful preconfigured solutions around the medical data
of patients, and rich experience in utilization of consumer devices for connected health solutions. ISG
also recognized Capgemini as a Leader in the ‘Manufacturing Supply Chain Digital Transformation
Services’ quadrant report for its key strengths, including a comprehensive solution portfolio for the digital
transformation of manufacturing, coverage of engineering related functionalities, and having a well balanced global delivery model.
“Unprecedented challenges caused by COVID-19 coupled with multiple environmental challenges are pushing
the envelope of digital innovation for Life Sciences organizations. Capgemini with its highly attractive product
and service offering and a very strong market and competitive position has strong capabilities to help
enterprises to meet these changing demands across the entire Life Sciences lifecycle,” said Rainer Suletzki,
Senior Advisor at ISG.
Olivier Zitoun, Global Head of Life Sciences at Capgemini said, “We are delighted to be recognized as a
Leader across all three major quadrants of the 2020 ISG Provider Lens™ Life Sciences Digital Services
Report. This recognition confirms Capgemini’s unique positioning to enable our clients to unlock the
potential of Intelligent Industry across the Life Sciences value chain. By leveraging a strong combination of
our rich industry experience, deep product engineering, R&D and best-in-class technology expertise, we
help life sciences companies to innovate and differentiate in this dynamic market space.”
The “ISG Provider Lens™ 2020 – Life Sciences Digital Services” report analyzes the relevant service providers
in the global market, based on a multi-phased research and analysis process. The ISG Provider Lens™
quadrants are created using an evaluation matrix containing four segments: Leader, Product & Market
Challenger and Contender, and the providers are positioned accordingly.
To read the full report click here.
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About Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their business by
harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday by its purpose of unleashing human
energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is a responsible and diverse
organization of 270,000 team members in nearly 50 countries. With its strong 50 year heritage and deep
industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth of their business needs,
from strategy and design to operations, fueled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud, data, AI,
connectivity, software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2020 global revenues of
€16 billion.
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About ISG
ISG (Information Services Group) (Nasdaq: III) is a leading global technology research and advisory firm.
A trusted business partner to more than 700 clients, including more than 75 of the world’s top 100
enterprises, ISG is committed to helping corporations, public sector organizations, and service and
technology providers achieve operational excellence and faster growth. The firm specializes in digital
transformation services, including automation, cloud and data analytics; sourcing advisory; managed
governance and risk services; network carrier services; strategy and operations design; change
management; market intelligence and technology research and analysis. Founded in 2006, and based in
Stamford, Conn., ISG employs more than 1,300 digital-ready professionals operating in more than 20
countries—a global team known for its innovative thinking, market influence, deep industry and technology
expertise, and world-class research and analytical capabilities based on the industry’s most comprehensive
marketplace data. For more information, visit www.isg-one.com.
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